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Abstract

Personalized Federated Learning (pFL) not only can cap-
ture the common priors from broad range of distributed
data, but also support customized models for heteroge-
neous clients. Researches over the past few years have
applied the weighted aggregation manner to produce per-
sonalized models, where the weights are determined by cal-
ibrating the distance of the entire model parameters or
loss values, and have yet to consider the layer-level im-
pacts to the aggregation process, leading to lagged model
convergence and inadequate personalization over non-IID
datasets. In this paper, we propose a novel pFL train-
ing framework dubbed Layer-wised Personalized Federated
learning (pFedLA) that can discern the importance of each
layer from different clients, and thus is able to optimize the
personalized model aggregation for clients with heteroge-
neous data. Specifically, we employ a dedicated hyper-
network per client on the server side, which is trained to
identify the mutual contribution factors at layer granularity.
Meanwhile, a parameterized mechanism is introduced to
update the layer-wised aggregation weights to progressively
exploit the inter-user similarity and realize accurate model
personalization. Extensive experiments are conducted over
different models and learning tasks, and we show that the
proposed methods achieve significantly higher performance
than state-of-the-art pFL methods.

1. Introduction

Federated learning (FL) has emerged as a prominent col-
laborative machine learning framework to exploit inter-user
similarities without sharing the private data [33, 43, 52].
When users’ datasets are non-IID (independent and iden-
tically distributed), i.e., the inter-user distances are large
[23, 53], sharing a global model for all clients may lead
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Figure 1. A toy example: Layer-wised vs. Model-wised aggre-
gation method. (a) Model performance of client 1. Both of two
methods perform similarity-based personalized aggregation. i.e.,
layer-wised: perform personalized aggregation by calculating the
similarity between layers; model-wised: perform personalized ag-
gregation by calculating the similarity between models. (b) The
weight of each layer for client 1 in the last communication round.

to slow convergence or poor inference performance as
the model may significantly deviate from their local data
[14, 56].

To deal with such statistical diversity, personalized feder-
ated learning (pFL) mechanisms are proposed to allow each
client to train a customized model to adapt to their own data
distribution [9, 12, 15, 22]. Literature status quo to achieve
pFL include the data-based approaches, i.e., smoothing
the statistical heterogeneity among clients’ datasets [8, 16],
the single-model approaches, e.g., regularization [22, 41],
meta-learning [9], parameter decoupling [5, 24, 26], and
the multiple-model ways, i.e., train personalized models for
each client [15, 54], which can produce personalized mod-
els for each client via weighted combinations of clients’
models. Existing pFL methods apply a distance metric
among the whole model parameters or loss values of differ-
ent clients, which is insufficient to exploit their heterogene-
ity since the overall distance metric cannot always reflect
the importance of each local model and can lead to inac-
curate combining weights or unbalance contribution from
non-IID distributed datasets, and thus prevent further per-
sonalization for clients at scale. The main reason is that
different layers of a neural network can have different util-
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ities, e.g., the shallow layers focus more on local feature
extraction, while the deeper layers are for extracting global
features [6, 20, 21, 47, 49]. Measuring the model distances
would ignore such layer-level differences, and cause inaccu-
rate personalization that hinders the pFL training efficiency.

In this paper, we propose a band-new pFL framework
that can realize the layer-level aggregation for FL personal-
ization, which can accurately recognize the utility of each
layer from clients’ model for adequate personalization, and
thus can improve the training performance over non-IID
datasets. A toy example is presented to illustrate that tra-
ditional model-level aggregation based pFL method fails
in reflecting the inner relationship among all local models,
which motivates us to exploit an effective way to discern the
layer-level impacts during the pFL training procedure.
Observation of Layer-wised Personalized Aggregation.
In the toy example, we consider six clients to collabora-
tively learn their personalized models for a nine-class clas-
sification task. The average model accuracy is obtained
via both the layer-wised and model-wised aggregation ap-
proaches, which utilize the inter-layer and inter-model sim-
ilarities respectively. Figure 1 shows that higher model ac-
curacy can be achieved by the layer-wised approach com-
paring with the model-wised one for a certain client. The
weights of layers for this client after the last communication
round are also plotted, and we show that applying different
weights for different layers, e.g., the first and second fully-
connected layer (i.e., FC1, FC2) on client 1 have larger
weights, while the second convolution layer, i.e., Conv1
layer has smaller weights, can produce significant perfor-
mance gain for the personalized model accuracy.

The toy example demonstrates the potential of the layer-
wised aggregation to achieve higher performance than tra-
ditional model based pFL methods, since the layer-level
similarities can reflect more accurate correlation among
clients. By exploiting such layer-wised similarity and iden-
tifying the layer-level inter-user contribution, it is promis-
ing to produce efficient and effective personalized models
for all clients. Motivated by such observation, we propose
a novel federated training framework, namely, pFedLA,
which adaptively facilitates the underlying collaboration be-
tween clients in a layer-wised manner. Specifically, at the
server side, we introduce a dedicated hypernetwork for each
client to learn the weights of cross-clients’ layers during the
pFL training procedure, which is shown to effectively boost
the personalization over non-IID datasets. Extensive experi-
ments are conducted, and we demonstrate that the proposed
pFedLA can achieve higher performance than the state-of-
the-art baselines over widely used models and datasets, i.e.,
EMNIST, FashionMNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. The
contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to
explicitly reveal the benefits of layer-wised aggrega-

tion comparing with model-wised approaches in pFL
among heterogeneous FL clients;

• We propose a layer-wised personalized federated
learning (pFedLA) training framework that can effec-
tively exploit the inter-user similarities among clients
with non-IID data and produce accurate personalized
models;

• We conduct extensive experiments on four typical im-
age classification tasks, which demonstrated the supe-
rior performance of pFedLA over the state-of-the-art
approaches.

2. Related Work
2.1. Personalized Federated Learning

Recently, various approaches have been proposed to re-
alize pFL, which can be classified into the data-based and
the model-based categories. Data-based approaches fo-
cus on reducing the statistical heterogeneity among clients’
datasets to boost the model convergence, while model-
based approaches emphasize on producing customized
model structures or parameters for different clients.

The typical way of data-based pFL is to share a small
amount of global data to each client [56]. Jeong et al. [8,16]
focus on data augmentation methods by generating addi-
tional data to augment its local data towards yielding an
IID dataset. However, these methods usually require the
FL server to know the statistical information about clients’
local data distributions (e.g., class sizes, mean and stan-
dard deviation), which may potentially violate privacy pol-
icy [42]. Another line of work considers to design client
selection mechanisms to approach homogeneous data dis-
tribution [30, 45, 48].

Model-based pFL methods can also be divided into two
types: single-model, multiple-model approaches. Single-
model based methods extended from the conventional FL
algorithms like FedAvg [33] combine the optimization of
the local models and global model, which consist of five dif-
ferent kinds of approaches: local fine-tuning [1,36,46], reg-
ularization [12,13,41], model mixture [7,32], meta learning
[9, 18] and parameter decomposition [1, 4, 5]. Considering
the diversity and inherent relationship of local data, a multi-
model-based approach where multiple global models are
trained for heterogeneous clients is more suitable. Some re-
searchers [10, 15, 32] propose to train multiple global mod-
els at the server, where similar clients are clustered into sev-
eral groups and different models are trained for each group.
Another strategy is to collaboratively train a personalized
model for each individual client, e.g., FedAMP [15], Fed-
Fomo [54], MOCHA [39], KT-pFL [51] etc.

These literatures treat each client’s model as a whole en-
tity, and has yet to consider the layer-wised utility for per-
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Figure 2. Framework of pFedLA. The workflow contains 5 steps: ① local training on private data; ② each client sends the update of
parameters ∆θi to the server; ③ the server updates the aggregation weight matrix αi by hypernetworks HNi(vi;ψi) according to ∆θi;
④ the server performs weighted aggregation and outputs personalized model θ̄i for the corresponding client; ⑤ each client downloads the
personalized model θ̄i.

sonalized aggregation. The distance metric for describing
the similarity among models is inaccurate and can lead to
sub-optimal performance, which motivates us to explore a
fine-grained aggregation strategy to adapt to broad range of
non-IID clients.

2.2. Hypernetworks

Hypernetworks [11] are used to generate parameters of
other neural networks, e.g., a target network, by mapping
the embeddings of the target tasks to corresponding model
parameters. Hypernetworks have been widely used in vari-
ous machine learning applications, such as language model-
ing [35,40], computer vision [17,19,27], 3D scene represen-
tation [28, 38], hyperparameter optimization [2, 25, 29, 31],
neural architecture search (NAS) [3, 50], continual learn-
ing [44] and meta-learning [55]. Shamsian et al. [37] is the
first to apply hypernetworks in FL, which can generate ef-
fective personalized model parameters for each client. We
show that hypernetworks are capable to evaluate the impor-
tance of each model layer, and can boost the personalized
aggregation in non-IID scenarios.

3. Method
In this section, we present the design of the pFedLA

framework that applies the hypernetworks to conduct layer-
wised personalized aggregation, which is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Problem Formulation

In pFL, the goal is to collaboratively train personalized
models among multiple clients while keeping their local
data private. Considering N clients with non-IID datasets,
let Di = {(x(i)j , y

(i)
j )}mi

i=1 (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) be the dataset on

the i-th client, where xj is the j-th input data sample, yj is
the corresponding label. The size of the datasets on the i-th
client is denoted by mi. The size of all clients’ datasets is
M =

∑N
i=1mi. Let θi represent the model parameters of

client i, the objective of pFL can be formulated as

Θ∗ = argmin
Θ

N∑
i=1

mi

M
Li(θi), (1)

where

Li(θi) =
1

mi

mi∑
j=1

LCE(θi;x(i)j , y
(i)
j ) (2)

where Θ = {θi, . . . , θN} is the set of personalized param-
eters for all clients. Li is loss function of i-th client as-
sociated with dataset Di. The difference between the pre-
dicted value and the true label of data samples is measured
by LCE , which is the cross-entropy loss.

3.2. pFedLA Algorithm

In this section, we present our proposed pFL algorithm
pFedLA, which evaluates the importance of each layer from
different clients to achieve layer-wised personalized model
aggregation. We apply a dedicated hypernetwork for each
client on the server and train them to generate aggregation
weights for each model layer of different clients. It can be
seen from Figure 2 that, unlike the general FL framework
that generates only one global model, pFedLA maintains a
personalized model for each client at the server. Clients
with similar data distribution should have high aggrega-
tion weights to reinforce the mutual contribution from each
other. Our pFedLA applies a set of aggregation weight ma-
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Figure 3. Illustration of one hypernetwork framework used
in pFedLA. The hypernetwork HNi takes the embedding vec-
tor vi as input, and outputs the aggregation weight matrix αi.
After the weighted combination with intermediate parameters
{θl1, . . . , θln} and aggregation weight matrix αi, client i can
make local training on private data. Note that both vi and ψi are
updated during training.

trix αi at the server side to progressively exploit the inter-
user similarities at layer level, which is defined as

αi =
[
αl1i , α

l2
i , . . . , α

ln
i

]
=


αl1,1i αl2,1i · · · αln,1i

αl1,2i αl2,2i · · · αln,2i
...

...
. . .

...
αl1,Ni αl2,Ni · · · αln,Ni


(3)

where αlni represents the aggregation weight vector of n-
th layer in client i, while αln,Ni represents the aggrega-
tion weight for client N in n-th layer. For all n layers,∑N
j=1 α

ln,j
i = 1.

Different with previous pFL algorithms, instead of ap-
plying identical weight values for all layers of a client
model, pFedLA considers the different utilities of neural
layers, and assign a unique weight to each of them to
achieve fine-grained personalized aggregation. In addition,
unlike traditional methods that mathematically calculate the
weights using a distance metric among the entire model pa-
rameters [15, 54], pFedLA parameterized the weights dur-
ing the training phase via a set of dedicated hypernetworks.
The layer-wised weights are determined by the hypernet-
works, which are alternatively updated with the personal-
ized model. Such way we can obtain effective weights as
their update direction is in line with the optimization di-
rection of the objective function. In the following, we will
elaborate the updating process of the aggregation weight
matrix α of pFedLA.

Each hypernetwork consists of several fully connected
layers, whose input is an embedding vector that is automat-
ically updated with the model parameters, and the output is
the weight matrix α. Define the hypernetwork on client i as

αi = HNi(vi;ψi), (4)

where vi is the embedding vector and ψi is the pa-
rameter of client i’s hypernetwork (i.e., Figure 3). Let
{θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} be the intermediate parameters of all
clients after local training, θln = {θln1 , θln2 , . . . , θlnN } is the

Algorithm 1 pFedLA Algorithm

Input: dataset {D1,D2, . . . ,DN}, learning rate η. Total
communication rounds T .

Output: Trained personalized models {θ̄1, θ̄2, . . . , θ̄N}.
1: Initialize the clients’ model parameters, hypernetworks

parameters and embedding vectors.
2: procedure SERVER EXECUTES
3: for each communication round t ∈ {1, . . . , T} do
4: for each client i in parallel do
5: θ̄

(t+1)
i = {θl1, . . . , θln} ∗HNi(v(t)i ;ψ

(t)
i )

6: ∆θi ← ClientUpdate(θ̄
(t+1)
i )

7: Update {θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} according to ∆θi
8: Update v(t+1)

i and ψ(t+1)
i via Eq. 10, 11

9: procedure CLIENTUPDATE(θ̄(t+1)
i )

10: Client i receives θ̄(t+1)
i from the server.

11: Set θi = θ̄
(t+1)
i .

12: for each local epoch do
13: for mini-batch ξt ⊆ Di do
14: Local Training: θi = θi − η∇θiLi(θi; ξt)

return ∆θi = θi − θ̄(t+1)
i

set of n-th layer of all clients, where θlnN are the parameters
of n-th layer in client N . In pFedLA, the model parameters
of client i is obtained by weighted aggregation according to
αi:

θ̄i = {θ̄l1i , θ̄l2i , . . . , θ̄lni } = {θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} ∗ αi, (5)

where θ̄lni can also be expressed as:

θ̄lni =

N∑
j=1

θlnj α
ln,j
i . (6)

Thus the objective function of pFedLA can be derived from
Eq. 1 to

argmin
V,Ψ

N∑
i=1

mi

M
Li({θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} ∗HNi(vi;ψi))

(7)
where V = {v1, . . . , vN}, Ψ = {ψ1, . . . , ψN}. Conse-
quently, pFedLA transforms the optimization problem for
client parameters θi into the hypernetwork’s embedding
vector vi and parameters ψi. In the following, we introduce
the update rules of V and Ψ.

Update vi and ψi. According to the chain rule, we can
have the gradient of vi and ψi from Eq. 7:

∇viLi = (∇vi θ̄i)T∇θ̄iLi
= [{θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} ∗ ∇viHNi(vi;ψi)]T∇θ̄iLi,

(8)

∇ψiLi = (∇ψi θ̄i)
T∇θ̄iLi

= [{θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} ∗ ∇ψiHNi(vi;ψi)]
T∇θ̄iLi.

(9)
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Algorithm 2 HeurpFedLA Algorithm

Input: dataset {D1, D2, . . . , DN}, learning rate η. Total
communication rounds T .

Output: Trained personalized models {θ̄1, θ̄2, . . . , θ̄N}.
1: Initialize the clients’ model parameters, hypernetworks

parameters and embedding vectors.
2: procedure SERVER EXECUTES
3: for each communication round t ∈ {1, . . . , T} do
4: for each client i in parallel do
5: θ̄

(t+1)
i = {θl1, . . . , θln} ∗HNi(v(t)i ;ψ

(t)
i )

6: Sort {αl1,ii , . . . , αln,ii } and obtain θ̄retaini

7: Set Heurθ̄(t+1)
i ← θ̄

(t+1)
i not in θ̄retaini

8: ∆θi ← ClientUpdate(Heurθ̄
(t+1)
i )

9: Update {θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} according to ∆θi
10: Update v(t+1)

i and ψ(t+1)
i via Eq. 10, 11

11: procedure CLIENTUPDATE(θ̄(t+1)
i )

12: Client i receives Heurθ̄(t+1)
i from the server.

13: Set θi ← {Heurθ̄(t+1)
i , θretaini }.

14: for each local epoch do
15: for mini-batch ξt ⊆ Di do
16: Local Training: θi = θi − η∇θiLi(θi; ξt)

return ∆θi = θi − {Heurθ̄(t+1)
i , θretaini }

∇θ̄iLi can be obtained from client i’s local training in each
communication round and ∇vi/ψi

HNi(vi;ψi) is the gradi-
ent of αi in directions vi/ψi. pFedLA uses a more general
way to update vi and ψi:

∆vi = (∇vi θ̄i)T∆θi
= [{θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} ∗ ∇viHNi(vi;ψi)]T∆θi,

(10)

∆ψi = (∇ψi θ̄i)
T∆θi

= [{θl1, θl2, . . . , θln} ∗ ∇ψiHNi(vi;ψi)]
T∆θi.

(11)

where ∆θi is the change of model parameters in client i
after local training. In accordance with Eq. 10 and 11,
pFedLA updates the embedding vector and parameters of
hypernetwork for client i at each communication round, and
then update the aggregation weight matrix αi.

Algorithm 1 demonstrates the pFedLA procedure. In
each communication round, the clients first download the
latest personalized models from the server, then use local
SGD to train several epochs based on the private data. After
that, the model update ∆θi for each client will be uploaded
to the server to update the embedding vector V and the pa-
rameter Ψ.

3.3. HeurpFedLA: Heuristic Improvement of
pFedLA on Communication Efficiency

The communication overhead of pFedLA is determined
by the size of ∆θi sent from the clients and θ̄i sent from
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Figure 4. Illustration of top k mechanism in HeurpFedLA. The
selected top k layers (i.e., retained layers) do not perform aggre-
gation process, while the remaining layers execute the same oper-
ations as in pFedLA.

the server. So, there is no additional communication cost
comparing with traditional FL methods, e.g., FedAvg. In
this section, we propose to further reduce the communica-
tion overhead of pFedLA with negligible performance re-
duction, which can adapt to more general scenarios, e.g.,
large scale FL systems, limited communication capacities,
etc.

Comparing with existing works that keep some specific
layers updated locally to enable communication-efficient
training while retaining the performance of pFL [5, 24, 26],
e.g., FedBN [24] found that local models with BN layers
should exclude these parameters from the aggregating steps
during training, while FedRep [5] and LG-FedAvg [26] pro-
posed to locally learn the classifier layer and representation
layers respectively, pFedLA can give an alternative guid-
ance to determine which layers should be retained locally.
To this end, we propose HeurpFedLA, a heuristic improve-
ment of pFedLA that partial layers are retained locally, and
the remaining layers are aggregated at the server side during
training. The key idea of HeurpFedLA is to heuristically se-
lect the partial layers θ̄retaini with top k (ATk) aggregation
weights to update locally. Specifically, by using the aggre-
gation weights αl1,ii , αl2,ii , . . . , αln,ii for all layers of client
i, we can sort these weights in descending order and select
corresponding top k layers

θ̄retaini = ATk{θ̄l1i , . . . , θ̄lni |α
l1,i
i , . . . , αln,ii }, (12)

where ATk is the top k selection function described above,
and k is a hyperparameter manually denoted before train-
ing. The detailed workflow of top k selection mechanism is
shown in Figure 4.

The principle behind HeurpFedLA is that layers with
higher rank index should contribute more to the model per-
sonalization, which means directly using these layers in
personalized model has little impact on the training per-
formance. The retention of local layers by HeurpFedLA
brings benefits in terms of communication overhead reduc-
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Table 1. Average model accuracy on 10 and 100 clients over four different datasets(non-IID 1), respectively.

EMNIST (%) FashionMNIST (%) CIFAR10 (%) CIFAR100 (%)

# Clients 10 100 10 100 10 100 10 100

Local Training 89.01±0.47 91.25±0.18 85.83±0.17 89.27±0.21 59.44±0.40 64.19±0.19 41.68±0.89 42.53±0.44
FedAvg [34] 90.45±0.76 93.71±0.38 91.24±0.98 98.36±0.26 48.57±0.63 58.43±0.29 36.64±0.67 45.19±0.33
Per-FedAvg [9] 92.58±0.28 92.38±1.14 93.63±1.83 92.35±1.55 52.54±1.79 59.54±0.39 38.79±1.89 43.72±0.25
pFedMe [41] 92.42±0.44 94.36±0.50 90.43±0.86 98.57±0.38 53.73±3.74 65.97±1.61 42.29±3.67 53.60±1.28
pFedHN [37] 93.94±0.16 96.64±0.91 94.83±0.33 98.80±0.92 46.98±1.91 63.71±1.26 39.67±0.52 51.36±1.77
FedBN [24] - - - - 59.36±0.92 70.88±0.36 45.18±0.42 56.16±0.38
FedRep [5] 91.82±0.15 95.23±0.12 93.17±0.26 97.15±0.09 58.01±0.56 71.94±0.22 44.33±0.63 56.47±0.41
FedFomo [54] 88.33±0.29 91.36±0.17 86.17±0.34 91.83±0.12 59.37±0.71 66.07±0.24 41.89±0.78 44.28±0.28

pFedLA (Ours) 90.65±0.41 96.34±1.35 94.34±0.29 98.87±0.66 61.43±0.56 73.15±0.83 47.22±0.77 56.62±0.81
HeurpFedLA (Ours) 94.11±0.13 95.04±0.41 95.47±0.47 96.95±0.44 60.02±0.74 73.05±1.02 46.47±0.83 54.43±1.37

Table 2. Average model accuracy on 10 and 100 clients over four different datasets(non-IID 2), respectively.

EMNIST (%) FashionMNIST (%) CIFAR10 (%) CIFAR100 (%)

# Clients 10 100 10 100 10 100 10 100

Local Training 80.72±0.43 79.09±0.12 65.60±0.59 65.97±0.28 39.79±0.42 45.15±0.29 26.29±0.37 27.87±0.28
FedAvg [34] 90.43±0.58 93.91±0.32 89.09±0.57 98.25±0.38 44.89±0.21 54.03±0.37 32.24±0.74 40.89±0.46
Per-FedAvg [9] 90.86±0.78 94.09±0.18 90.78±1.12 98.53±0.95 44.48±0.82 54.40±0.44 30.86±1.11 42.56±0.28
pFedMe [41] 89.13±0.58 93.87±0.40 85.15±0.94 97.87±0.19 46.97±1.19 58.23±1.07 33.45±0.86 44.35±0.96
pFedHN [37] 91.37±0.41 94.48±0.51 93.45±0.11 98.83±0.82 37.49±0.94 49.90±1.66 26.35±0.93 40.27±0.82
FedBN [24] - - - - 49.79±0.33 60.62±0.42 34.94±0.50 46.42±0.54
FedRep [5] 86.81±0.29 90.32±0.08 79.13±0.56 92.04±0.23 49.16±0.73 60.36±0.57 34.19±0.74 43.51±0.34
FedFomo [54] 80.14±0.42 82.61±0.11 64.10±0.38 67.91±0.29 40.62±0.31 47.08±0.49 27.33±0.51 29.63±0.24

pFedLA (Ours) 92.06±0.71 94.83±1.04 93.89±0.91 98.41±0.98 49.93±0.96 61.82±1.89 35.02±0.83 48.79±1.60
HeurpFedLA (Ours) 91.98±0.36 93.31±0.77 92.01±0.74 98.66±0.80 49.06±0.68 60.62±1.73 35.42±0.49 48.72±1.75

tion from the server to the clients direction, i.e., the server
can save the costs of transmitting the parameters of the re-
tained layers.

As to be demonstrated in Section 4.4, HeurpFedLA can
significantly reduce the communication cost while main-
taining the model performance of pFL. In large scale FL
systems, it is of practical value to keep some layers from ag-
gregation and transmission, especially for limited commu-
nication bandwidth scenarios. Furthermore, HeurpFedLA
is a general training framework and can be effectively com-
patible with common compression schemes such as gradi-
ent quantization, sparsification, etc. The impact of retaining
local layers is discussed in more detail in the next section.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate the pFedLA framework over
four datasets, EMNIST, FashionMNIST, CIFAR10 and CI-
FAR100. The distribution of all data sets on the train-
ing clients is non-IID. We consider two non-IID scenarios:

1) each client is randomly assigned four classes (twelve
classes per client in CIFAR100) with the same amount of
data on each class; 2) each client contains all classes, while
the data on each class is not uniformly distributed. Two
classes in EMNIST, FashionMNIST, CIFAR10 datasets
have higher number of data samples than other classes,
while six classes in CIFAR100 have more data samples than
the others. All data are divided into 70% training set, and
30% test set. The test set and the training set have the same
data distribution for all clients.

Baselines. We compared the performance of pFedLA and
HeurpFedLA with the state-of-the-art methods. In addi-
tion to FedAvg and Local Training, we also include Per-
Fedavg, a pFL algorithm based on meta-learning; pFedMe,
a pFL algorithm with regularization term added in the ob-
jective function; pFedHN, a pFL algorithm that uses hyper-
networks to directly produce personalized model; FedBN,
keeps each client’s BN layer updating locally, while other
layers are aggregated according to the FedAvg algorithm;
FedRep, a pFL algorithm that keeps each client’s classifier
updating locally, while the other parts are aggregated at the
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Figure 5. Change of aggregation weights during the prior, middle and last period of training phase.
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Figure 6. The visualization of the aggregation weights in a specific layer on EMNIST, FashionMNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. X-axis
and y-axis show the IDs of clients.

server; FedFomo, a pFL algorithm that uses distance to cal-
culate the aggregation weights based on the model and loss
differences.
Training Details. In all experiments, we use the same CNN
architectures as in FedFomo [54], FedBN [24] and pFedHN
[37]. All the models have the same structure between dif-
ferent clients under the same setting. For CIFAR10 and CI-
FAR100, we add BN layers after the convolutional layers.
For EMNIST and FashionMNIST, there is no BN layers in
the model. The hypernetwork for computing layer-wise ag-
gregation weights is a simple structure of several fully con-
nected layers. The weight of each layer for a target client is
calculated by a corresponding fully connected layer in the
hypernetwork. For the specific structure of hypernetwork,
please refer to the supplemental material. We evaluate the
performance of pFedLA in two settings, i.e., 10 clients with
100% participation and 100 clients with 10% participation.
The average model accuracy of all clients is obtained after
600 rounds training for 10 clients case and 2500 rounds for
100 clients.
Implementation. We simulate all clients and the server on
a workstation with an RTX 2080Ti GPU, a 3.6-GHZ Intel
Core i9-9900KF CPU and 64GB of RAM. All methods are
implemented in PyTorch.

4.2. Performance Evaluation

For all experiments, we use cross-entropy loss and SGD
optimizer with a batch size of 32. The number of local
epochs is 10 for 10 clients case and 20 for 100 clients.
The learning rate is 0.01 for CIFAR10 and CIFAR100, and
0.005 for EMNIST and FashionMNIST. The performance
of both the baselines and the proposed pFedLA under two

different non-IID cases are listed in Table 1 and Table 2, re-
spectively. Our proposed algorithm provides superior per-
formance than baselines over the four datasets with differ-
ent data distributions in most cases. On the other hand,
HeurpFedLA also outperforms the existing methods with
negligible performance reduction comparing with pFedLA.
The number of retained layers (k) in Table 1 and 2 is 1. The
communication costs of HeurpFedLA is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4. Note that since all clients have the same amount of
training data for both 10 and 100 clients cases, so the 100
clients case has much more data, and thus can provide better
model accuracy.

4.3. Analysis of Weight Evolution

To demonstrate that our method can generate higher
weights to those clients with similar data distribution, we
conduct the experiments with 8 clients who randomly 4 data
classes from the corresponding datasets. From the 8 clients,
we consider a target client with 4 random data classes, one
contrastive client who has the same four classes, and one
similar client who has 3 same classes with the target client.
We record the weight value of each layer on the target client
during the training process. Figure 5 shows the evolution
of the aggregation weights for the target client during the
prior, middle and last periods of training phase. It can be
observed that the inter-weights from other clients decrease
with the training process because their data distribution is
very different from the target client. Besides, for the tar-
get client, clients with more similar data distribution (e.g.,
the same labels client) have higher weight value than other
clients (e.g., the similar client), which shows that the hyper-
network can distinguish the similarity of data distribution
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Table 3. Average Model Accuracy and Communication Cost on different number of retained layers (i.e., k) over EMNIST and CIFAR10.

EMNIST CIFAR10

# Number of retained layers (k) 0 1 2 0 1 2 3

Model Accuracy (%) 90.65 94.11 93.94 61.43 60.02 59.90 59.23
Communication Cost (MBytes) 491.08 488.65 312.52 693.98 418.97 382.25 379.82

on different clients. We also conduct experiments to visu-
alize the relationship between the aggregation weights and
the data similarities among clients. We consider 8 clients
assigned with ID from 0 to 7, all have four classes data. The
data similarities among all clients are emulated by assign-
ing clients of adjacent IDs with similar classes, e.g., client
1 has 4 classes data, while client 2 has three same and one
different classes with client 1, and client 3 has three same
and one different classes with client 2, and so on. Figure 6
shows the heatmap of the inter-weights among all 8 clients
of a certain layer. It can be seen that the weights among
close clients with consecutive IDs, i.e., with more overlap-
ping classes, are larger than those of the distant clients, and
the highlighted diagonal line shows that the self-weights of
each client have the highest values, which further verify that
pFedLA can exploit the inter-similarities among heteroge-
neous clients.

4.4. Analysis of Communication Efficiency

In this section, we show the performance of the proposed
HeurpFedLA. Table 3 shows the average model accuracy
and communication overhead when retaining different local
layers that would be absent from the aggregation process.
We consider 10 clients with 100% participation over the
datasets EMNIST and CIFAR10. The aggregation weights
of all layers for a target client are shown in Figure 7. For the
CIFAR10 dataset, the weights of the first fully-connected
layer have the highest values, so the model accuracy perfor-
mance will be compromised if retaining some layers at lo-
cal, although the communication overhead can be reduced
greatly. For EMNIST dataset, what’s different is that the
classifier layer has the largest weights, it is observed that
the average model accuracy can even increase when retain-
ing some local layers. Such conclusion can also be found
in a state-of-the-art work, FedRep [5], which indicates that
removing the classifier layer from the aggregation process
can improve the model performance over non-IID datasets.
It can be explained intuitively that reserving some local lay-
ers can avoid the irrelevant knowledge transfer from other
clients during the aggregation process.

4.5. Effect of k

Different k values are applied to show the effect of re-
taining local layers. Table 3 shows that if retaining different
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(b) CIFAR10

Figure 7. The aggregation weights of all layers for the target client.

number of the top k layers, the model accuracy will not be
affected significantly, which means that HeurpFedLA can
apply different k values according to the available commu-
nication bandwidth for transmitting the parameters during
the pFL iteration, i.e., to do a trade-off between the training
efficiency and the communication costs.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel pFL training

framework called pFedLA, to achieve personalized model
aggregation in a layer-wised aggregation manner. It is
shown that such layer-wised aggregation can progressively
reinforce the collaboration among similar clients and gen-
erate adequate personalization over non-IID datasets that
outperform conventional model-wised approaches. In addi-
tion, we have provided an improved version of pFedLA that
can reduce the communication overhead during the training
process with negligible performance loss, and thus can be
adapted to large scale FL scenarios where the communica-
tion capacity is often limited. Extensive evaluations on four
different classification tasks demonstrate the feasibility and
superior performance of the proposed pFedLA framework.
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